Abstract. Let LFC be the class of all locally FC-groups.
Introduction
In the last few years, existentially closed groups were an area of intense and fruitful research. Recall that, for a class X of groups, G £ X is said to be existentially closed (e.c.) in X, if every finite system of equations and inequalities with coefficients in G, which has a solution in some H £ X with G < H, already has a solution in G itself. Strongly related to this concept is the notion of closedness. An JE-group G is said to be closed in X, if whenever B and C are finitely generated ^-groups and whenever H £ X satisfies C B c c, H> " G then idg can be extended to an embedding of C into G. Obviously, every closed £-group is e.c. in X. The converse is true for example in classes of locally finite groups, if the underlying language is finite. However, e.c. groups are not closed in general. In the class 21 of all abelian groups, a group is e.c. if and only if it is divisible of infinite />rank for all primes p, while closed groups must have infinite torsion-free rank too. In particular, there exists a countable infinity of (pairwise nonisomorphic) countable e.c. 2l-groups, but just one countable closed 2l-group. In this paper we consider FC-groups, i.e., groups whose elements have only finitely many conjugates. We denote by LFC the class of all locally FCgroups, and by L$ the class of all locally finite groups. Obviously, 21 and LJ are contained in LFC. Elementary properties of FC-and of LFC-groups may be found in [19 and 4] . Note that the torsion elements in any LFC-group G form a subgroup T(G) £ L$ with G/T(G) e 21. The torsion-free rank of G/T(G) is usually just called the rank r(G) of G.
In [5 and 6] , F. Haug has studied e.c. LFC-groups extensively. In the countable case, some of his results are as follows.
(1.1) Let G be a countable e.c. LFC-group. Then (a) G' = T(G), and G splits over T(G) ;
(b) T(G) is isomorphic to P. Hall's countable universal L#-group ULF (which is the unique countable e.c. LJ-group (see [3 and 14]));
(c) G/T(G) is divisible (and hence e.c. in the class of all torsion-free 2l-groups). (1.2) For each p < to there exists precisely one countable e.c. LFC-group Gp with rank p. Whenever B ç C are finitely generated FC-groups of rank < p with B <GP , then idg can be extended to an embedding of C into Gp. In particular, Gp is closed in the class LFC of all LFC-groups of rank < p. (An application of [5, Lemma 1.5] and [4, Corollary 1.3] shows that every e.c. LFC -group is e.c. in LFC, whence Gp is actually the unique countable closed LFC-group.)
Now, let p be a fixed prime. The theory of e.c. L^-groups has nice parallels in the class L$p of all locally finite p-groups. In particular, there exists a unique countable e.c. L#p-group Ep (see [15] ). It is thus a quite natural continuation of Haug's investigations, to consider the class LFCP of all LFC-groups G with T(G) £ L$p . Do the statements corresponding to (1.1) and (1.2) hold for the class LFCP with Ep in place of ULF ? In the present paper we will try to illuminate the structure of countable e.c. LFCP -groups.
In fact, our results about e.c. LF Q-groups suggest a more general treatment as in [13] . There it was shown that, for every fixed countable abelian p-group A, there exists a unique countable e.c. group EA in the class L$pA of all L3p-groups G with A < Z(G). Since A is the Schur multiplier of EA/A , this gave 2N° isomorphism types of countable L$p-groups EA/A similar to Ep. For example, every EA/A is verbally complete and characteristically simple, has a unique chief series (of order type (Q, <)), and normality is transitive in Ea/A.
In this paper, we will consider, for each fixed countable abelian p-group A , the class LFCP,A of all G £ LFCP with A < Z(G). Here, the elements of A are constants in the underlying language. Note also that every LFCpAgroup G is contained in a closed LFCpA-gTO\ip of cardinality max{N0, |C7|} (cf. [16, Proposition 1.2] and the remarks after Theorem 4.2). In contrast to (1.2) we will show that every countable e.c. LFCP A-%ro\xp is already closed in LFCpA (and thus has infinite rank), and that there exist 2N° countable closed LFCpA -groups for each A . Corresponding results hold for the classes LFCp A of LFCPt A-groups of rank < p (1 < p £ to). Since the structure of closed LFCp ^-groups is less homogeneous, we will not study them in detail. Concerning the countable closed LFCP ^-groups G, it will turn out that they all have a unique isomorphism type TA of torsion subgroup, and that (1.1) holds for LFCpA with TA in place of ULF, with the only exception that we are not able to show that G splits over T(G). As with EA/A , the group TA/A has Schur multiplier A, is verbally complete and characteristically simple, and normality is transitive in TA/A . However, TA is not isomorphic to EA , since in place of the unique chief series of EA/A, the group TA/A has a unique normal series (of order type (Q, <)) with infinite elementary-abelian factors. Every countable closed LFCpA-group acts via conjugation on each of these factors in the same way as ix acts on K+ regularly, where K denotes the algebraic closure of GF(p). We will also describe the automorphism group of TA similarly as in [11, §6 and 1 and 5, §4].
Our techniques are completely different from F. Haug's ones. He employed the permutational product, and also the Cernikov embedding of finitely generated FC-groups into direct products of free abelian and of finite groups. Both constructions cannot be used within the class LFCP, because they increase the number of primes involved in the orders of torsion elements. Instead we modify wreath product embedding techniques as in [9] such that they can be applied to LFC-groups. Our restriction to countable groups derives from these techniques.
^F-SERIES AND CLOSEDNESS
Our notions of normal series, induced series, order type and Dedekind completion of a series coincide with those introduced in [9, pp. 208-209] and [11, §2] . Normal series of LFCP;^-groups G refining the series 1 < A < T(G) < G will play an important role in our investigations. Such a series we call an ATnormal series in G, if it has G/T(G) and A/1 among its factors; the factors of such a series between A and T(G) are called AT-factors. An AT-chief series is an ^F-normal series whose AT-iactors are chief factors in G; such factors are called AT-chieffactors.
Lemma 2.1. Every AT-chieffactor of an LFCp<A-group G is elementary-abelian and central in T(G).
Proof. Let M be a periodic minimal normal subgroup of the LFCP -group G. From [8, 1.B.3] we know that M is elementary-abelian. Choose m £ M -I and g £ T(G). Then F = (m, mg) is finite. Choose a finitely generated FCp-group H such that (F, g) < H < G and F < (xH) for all x £ F -I.
Then every torsion chief factor K/L in H with m £ K -L satisfies F < K and F n L = 1 . The torsion subgroup of H is a finite p-group, and hence Then K = /G/An(M/N) is a locally finite field, and for any mo £ M -N a K-isomorphism e : K+ -> M/N is given by xs = (m0N)x for all x £ K.
Proof. From Lemma 2.1 we know that G is abelian. Hence there exists a canonical embedding of the ring K into HomK(M/N, M/N), and the latter is a skew field by Schur's Lemma. Now let Go < G be finitely generated with mo £ Gq. Since G is abelian, we have Cg(M/N) = Ca(moN) and Go = Go/CGo(m0N). So G0 £ FC implies that C0 is finite. Thus /C70 + An(M/N)/An(M/N) is finite, commutative and multiplicatively closed; hence it must be a finite subfield of K. This shows that K is a locally finite field.
Moreover e is surjective because M/N is a simple A^-module. Since e is nontrivial and Kere is an ideal in the field K, we obtain Kere = {0}. □ Because locally finite fields are countable, Lemma 2.2 yields that every ATchief factor of an LFCpA -group is countable.
Chief factors of L5p-groups are central and cyclic of order p . Lemma 2.2 gives a first hint, that this is no longer true for AT-chief factors of LFCpAgroups. We can make this more precise by using semidirect product constructions. If 9 : G -> H is a group homomorphism, and if H acts on a group N, we let N xe G = {(g, n)\g £ G, n £ N} with group multiplication {gi,nx)(g2,n2) = (gxg2,nf2dn2) for all gx, g2 £ G, «,, «2 6 N.
Usually we identify N and G canonically with the corresponding subgroups of N x 9 G. We suppress 9 whenever 9 -id. Proof. Let K ^ GF(p) be a locally finite field of characteristic p. Since Kx is periodic and locally cyclic, there exists a subgroup G of A x Q+ with A < G, and an epimorphism 9: G -> Kx with A < Kerö. Because Kx acts transitively on K+ -{0} , we see that K+A/A is a noncyclic noncentral ATchief factor in the LFCpA-group K+ xe G. G Corollary 2.4 shows that it is impossible to embed finitely generated FC--groups into direct products of free abelian and of finite p-groups, and that finitely generated F Cp-groups need not be residually finite p-groups.
In LFCp ^-groups, only elements of infinite order can induce p'-automorphisms on ^F-chief factors. Now, forgiven g £ G £ LFCpA with o(g) = oo , Lemma 2.3 allows us to construct an LFCP ^-supergroup H of G suchthat g acts as a p'-automorphism on some AT-chief factor of H. Thus we can express by a finite system of equations and inequalities in H that g has infinite order. This provides the key for our Theorem 2.5. Every countable e.c. LFCpA-group is closed in LFCpA ■ If A has finite p-rank, then every e.c. LFCpA-group is closed in LFCpA .
We denote the class of all finitely generated LFCPi ^-groups by FCp A . Note that every FCp ^-group F has the form F = (A, fx, ... , f) for some fi, ... , f £ F, since the elements of A are constants in the underlying language.
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Let G be e.c. in LFCPyA . Suppose that B, C £ FCp A and H £ LFCp yA satisfy B < C < H and B < G < H. Without loss we may assume that H = (G, C). Denote epimorphic images modulo torsion subgroups by bars. Choose cx, ... , cr £ C such that C = (cx) x ■ ■■ x (cr). Since G is divisible by Theorem 5.2, we may assume that cx, ... ,cu £ G and H = G x (cv+x) x •■• x (cr) for some v < r. Let K be the algebraic closure of GF(p). In the case when p ^ 2 put q = p , otherwise q = A.
We construct a chain H = Ho < Hx <■■■< Hr in LFCpA with H¡ = H for 1 < i < r as follows. Suppose that //,•_ i has been found. The pure subgroup C, of H/_i generated by {c,} has a direct complement D, in H¡~] which contains the pure subgroup of H¡-\ generated by {Cj\j ^ /'} . Since C,/(cf-1) is periodic and locally cyclic, there exists a homomorphism tp¡: C¡ -► Kx with GF(q)x =(£tq>i). Define 9: //,_, -+ Kx via_«0 = «7, for all « G Ht-\ , where ç»,: i/,_i -► Kx is determined by ^,|C, = ç), and ^¡\D¡ = 1. Put //, = K+ xe Hi-X and K¡ = GF(^)+ < Ä"+ < //,. Then ^ is a finite p-group, and Cj £ C(Kj) for all j ^ i, while c, induces an automorphism of order q -1 on £;, whichj>ermutes the nontrivial elements in K¡ transitively. Also, Hi £ LFCpA with H¡ = Hi-i by Lemma 2.3.
Choose a transversal T of ^ in T(C) with 1 € T. Then F is finite, since TA/A is the torsion subgroup of C/A £ FCp . Consider the following finite systems of equations and inequalities with unknowns (xt\t £ T), (yx, ... ,yr), and (zk\k £K¡-1, I < i < r).
xhxt2 -xha whenever tx, t2, t^ £ T and a £ A satisfy txt2 -t^a; y~lxtly¡ = xtla for I < i < r whenever tx, t2 £ T and a £ A satisfy Then y/ is a homomorphism by virtue of (2.1). Put L¡ = (wk\k £ Ki-l). From (2.2) we know that L, s K¿, and that v¡ induces an automorphism of order q -1 on L, which permutes the elements from L,-l transitively. Since the LFCP ^-supergroup Hr resp. Hr+X of the e.c. LFCpA-group G contains a simultaneous solution to the systems (2.1)-(2.4), there does already exist a solution in G. As before, (2.1) gives rise to a homomorphism yi: C -> G, which is injective because of (2.2) and (2.3), and which satisfies yi\B = ids by virtue of (2.4). D By Theorem 5.1 there exists an uncountable closed LFCP rA-group with centre greater than A . Therefore, the method of proof of Theorem 2.5 cannot be applied to uncountable e.c. LFCP ^-groups C7 when A has infinite rank, since we cannot ensure that for every t £ T -I there exists an LFCP ^-supergroup 
Modified standard embeddings
For the investigation of an e.c. group G in some class X it is necessary to construct X-supergroups of G. In LFC and L$p quite elegant constructions were made by means of the permutational product [4 and 11] . By a synthesis of both cases one would expect that it be possible to use the permutational product also within LFCP . However, there are the following two difficulties. Firstly, the permutational product of torsion-free 2l-groups is their central product over the amalgamated subgroup; therefore its torsion subgroup need not be a p-group. Secondly, the L^-case suggests a choice of transversals with respect to ATchief series in order to apply certain theorems of Gregorac [2] ; however, these theorems require the centrality of chief factors in the whole group, whereas y4F-chief factors are in general just central in the torsion subgroup. And a suitable generalization of Gregoracs theorems could not be found. Therefore, we try to modify the technique of standard embeddings into wreath products (see [7] ), which has already been used advantageously for a large variety of group classes (see [9] ), and which has turned out to be even more powerful than the permutational product in the study of countable e.c. X-groups.
Let A be any group, and let B be a permutation group on a set Q. Now, let 9 : G -» H be a group homomorphism with N = Ker 9 . A countermap to 9 is a map 9*: H -> G satisfying (g9h)9*9 = g9-h9*9 for all g e G, h £ H.
See [7] for the existence of countermaps. Every countermap 9* to 9 gives rise to a standard embedding a : G -> W = N Wr H via go = (g9,fg) for all* g G, where fg(h) = [(g9h)9*]-x -g-h9* for all h £ H.
Similar embeddings have been used in [9, Construction 4.1] to obtain LXsupergroups of countable e.c. LX-groups for certain classes X. In these applications it was required that wreath products of finitely generated X-groups by LX-groups were LX-groups again. This is however not true for FC-groups. For example, Cp has infinitely many conjugates in the finitely generated subgroup (Cp, Cx) of Cp Wr Cqo . Therefore, we need some further specialization of standard embeddings. Our idea is as follows. In the case when G and H are finitely generated FC-groups (FC°-groups) and N < T(G), choose the countermap 9*: H -> G in such a way that, for some subgroup H0 of finite index in H, each fg is constant on the left cosets of Ho in H. Then Im a is contained in Wo = {(h, f)\h £ H, / is constant on each hH0(h £H)}<W.
Wq is a split extension of a direct product of finitely many copies of N by H. Since N is finite, it follows that W0 £ FC° .
In the following constructions we will make extensive use of the fact, that in FC°-groups the centre has finite index. The rank r(G) of an FC°-group G is equal to its Hirsch number and thus also to the torsion-free rank of Z(G). By an independent system of an 2l-group we always mean an independent system of torsion-free elements. For any periodic 2t-group A, we denote by LFCA the class of all LFC-groups with A < Z(G). Construction 3.1. Suppose that we are given a homomorphism 9: G -> H of countable LFC-groups with A < Z(G) and A < N = Ker 9 < T(G), and that {Hn\n £ to} is an ascending chain of FC°-groups with union H. Then there exists an ascending chain of FC°-groups {Gn\n £ to} with union G such that H" n G9 = Gn9 for all n.
Proof. Let N -{vm\m £ to} and choose elements gm £ G suchthat HnF\G9 = {goO, ■■■ , gkn9) for suitable kn . Put G" = (v0, ... , v" , g0, ... , gkn) ■ □ Choose recursively a torsion-free Zn < Z(Gn) with Zn9 < Z(Hn), such that r(Z0) = r(G0), and also r(Zn+x) = r(G"+x) -r(G") and Z"+x n Gn = 1.
Proof. Let 5 be a subset of Z(Gn+x) which supplements a maximal independent system of Z"nZ(G"+i) to one of Z(G"+X). Then Z"+x may be generated by a suitable power of S. D It follows that Zn+X9n Hn = Zn+X9 n H"nG9 = Zn+X9 nG"0 = l.
Proof. Let z G Zn+X and g £ G" with z9 = g9. Then g = zv for some v £ NDGn+i < T(Gn+i). Thus, g°W = z°W £ Zn+i n G" = 1. But Z"+i is torsion-free, whence z = 1. D Choose recursively a torsion-free Z" < Z(Hn) with Zn9 < Z", such that r(Z0) = r(H0), and also r(Z"+x) = r(Hn+x) -r(Hn) and Z"+x n H" = 1.
Proof. Supplement a maximal independent system of (Z"+x9 x Zn)r\Z(H"+x). D Clearly, Zn---Z0 and Z" • ■ • Zo have finite index in Gn resp. Hn . Note also that 9\Z"---Zo is injective as Zn---Zq is torsion-free and N < T(G). Choose Cn < Zn ■ ■ ■ Z0 with C"9 = Z(Hn) n (Z" • • • Z0 n Z(Gn))9. Then
Choose a torsion-free X0 < Z0 with X0 n Coö = 1 and r(X0) = r(Z0) -r(Co9), and then recursively a torsion-free Xn+X < Zn+xX" n Z(Hn+x) such that Xn+xnCn+x9 = 1 and r(Xn+x) = r(Zn+xDn)-r(Cn+x9), where D" = Cn9xXn .
Proof. Note that C"+i0 < (Zn+xC")9 < Zn+xDn = Zn+X x Xnx Cn6. In order to find Xn+X, supplement a maximal independent system of C"+i0 to one of Zn+xDn . From (3.1) and r(C"+)) = r(Zn+x) + r(Cn) we know that C"+i# contains a maximal independent system of (Zn+xC")9 . Therefore we can even get Xn+X < Z"+x xXn. D
An easy induction shows that r(Dn) = r(H"). Moreover, (3.2) Dn n G9 = Cn9 and Dn+X < Zn+xDn .
Proof. \X" n Gn9\ = \X" n Gn9: Xn n Cn9\ < \G"9: Cn9\ < oo , since r(G"9) = r(Gn) = r(Cn) = r(C"6). But X" is torsion-free. So X" n Gn9 = 1 and D"nG"9 = Cn9. Furthermore, Dn+X = Cn+X9-Xn+X < Zn+X9-C"9-Zn+X-Xn < Zn+xDn. D Now, let W = (T(G) x G)WrH where G acts on T(G) via conjugation. We will specify a certain LF C^-subgroup W of W, where S: A-+W is given by aà = (1, fa) for all a £ A and fa = (1, a). To this end, put Zn = (Zk\k > n + I), and fix a right transversal Tn of Z"H" in Zn+xHn+x with Tn Ç Hn+X .
Then Tn = \J{Tn ■ ■ ■ Tk\k > «} is a right transversal of ZnH" in H. Clearly, Proof. Clearly, AÔ < Z(W). It remains to show that W" £ FC. Let
ii" = {(«, /) G lVn\lmf C T(Gn) x T(Gn) and « G T(Hn)}.
Since for every (h, f) £ Wn the G"-component of / is constant modulo T(G"), we obtain that Q" < Wn. If (h, f) £ Qn, then / is constant on each of the finitely many sets h • Z"DnT"(h £ H"). Hence £2" is a finite normal subgroup of W". Moreover, W"/Çïn = Hn/T(H") x Gn/T(Gn) is a torsion-free 2l-group, whence Wn £ FC . D
Finally note that W g LFCpA¿ whenever G G LFCpA and H G LFCP .
Construction 3.2. Adopt the notation introduced in Construction 3.1, and suppose in addition that Go < T(G). For each n £ to, choose a right transveral R" of Gn9'Xn in H", and let Sn be a transversal of C" • (An G") in Gn . Then S"9 is a transversal of C"9 in G"9. Define 6* : H -> Gn via (zxc9s9rt)9* = cs for all z g Z" , x£Xn, c£Cn, s £Sn, r £Rn, t £ Tn.
9* is a countermap to 9\Gn because ZnX"RnT" is a right transversal of Gn9 in H (cf. [7] ). Moreover, we have that (3.4) 9* is constant on each of the sets h • ZnX"T" (h £ H"), and (3.5) (c9h)9*n = c-h9*" forallc£Cn, h£H.
Define 9*: H -> G" recursively via 9*o = 9*o and (g9y)9*n+x = (g9y)9*n • y9*n~x • y9*n+l forallg£Gn, y£ZnXnRnTn.
Straightforward calculations yield that 9* is also a countermap to 9\Gn, and that the map to": H -► G"+i given by hton = h9*~x • h9*+l is constant on each coset G"9 • h (« G H). It follows from (3.3) that 9* satisfies (3.4) too. Then W° = \J{W°\n £ to} £ LFC (resp. W° £ LFCP whenever G,H £ LFCp). Define tr°:G^W0 by go° = (g9,f%) for all g G G,
where fg(h) = (g, h9*n ■ (g9h)9*n-x ■ g) for allh£H.
Then <t° is also an embedding with the properties that a\N is the diagonal embedding, and that f® is constant on each of the sets h • ZnDnT" (h £ Hn) whenever g g G" . Usually we suppress the 0 '5.
Embeddings a as in Constructions 3.2 and 3.3 we call modified standard embeddings (ms-embeddings). We will need a technical lemma concerning msembeddings which corresponds to [ A further application of the above argument, with A in place of C//_i, and with (AWrCq)WrCq2 in place of H where q = exp(^), yields an FCp Asupergroup V of U such that « G (gvy for all « G Uk , g £ Uo -Uk and 1 < k < « . Now, let M/N be an elementary-abelian A F-factor in V. Choose k minimal with respect to Uk < N. If M n U = Uk , then N n £7 = Uk , and we are done. Suppose that MnU > Uk . Every g £ (M f) U) -Uk satisfies g £ Uj^x -Uj for some j < k. On the other hand j > k, since (4.1) yields U¡ < (gv)' < M' <N. Therefore, g £ Uk_x -Uk , and Uk < An U < Mr\ U < Uk_x. Since £4_i/£4 is a chief factor in £7, we obtain Uk = NnU<MnU = Uk_x . D
In order to show the main result of this section we will use a result of B. Maier [16] . This makes it necessary to introduce the notion of a controller. Let X be a class of groups. An X-supergroup V of U £ X is an X-controller for U, if the following holds. Now, every F C°-group is embeddable into the direct product of a free abelian group of finite rank and a finite group (see [19, Theorem 1.7] ). Since each of these products has only countably many finitely generated subgroups, we obtain that there exist only countably many F C°-groups. Every FCp A -group is the central product of A with some FC°-group over a finite subgroup of A , whence there exist only countably many FCp ^-groups. Therefore, [16 Now o\Vx = s~xS, and Gi = K+S is a minimal normal subgroup in G. Therefore, the normal series I < Gx < T(G) < G can be refined to a F-normal series in G which induces Zyo in Vo. Put P£to-{0}).
Some properties
In this section we will collect properties of countable closed LFCP ^-groups G which correspond to those which hold for countable e.c. LFC-groups [5, § § 1-2] resp. the countable e.c. L5Pi^-group EA [13 and 11] , and we will determine the action of G on its A F-chief factors. 
It follows that a1 £ Ag(G). But now (p, /) = 1 yields a £ (a1) < Ag(G). G
In the following, G will always denote a countable closed LFCp ¿-group. The proof below of the divisibility of G/T(G) however only requires that G is e.c. in LFCPtA (this was used in the proof of Theorem 2.5 above). denotes the diagonal embedding. Then Aô < Z(V) and (cz)q = zS. Since G is e.c. in LFCpA , this will be a contradiction if we can prove that F g LFCp . Let Vo = (G0ô,cz) for some G0 < G with z G G0 G FC° . Then (G0S)' < (T(Go))ô < ß = {(1, f) G fF|Im/ ç F(G0)} and [gô,cz] = [gâ, z] G Q for ail g G Go. Hence, Fq' < (£2F°) = Q. Since Q is a finite p-group, it remains to show that Fo/fí is torsion-free abelian (then Fo G FCP). Clearly, Fo/Q is abelian. Thus, Fo/Q is the central product of the torsion-free abelian groups Go¿-n/Q = G0/F(G0) and (cz)Q/to over (zS)Q/a. Since G0ô-Q./Q.
contains no qXh root of zô • Q, it follows that Vq/SI is also torsion-free. D
In view of F. Haug's results one is tempted to conjecture that G is a split extension of T(G) by Q^ . However, we did not even find a way to answer The aim of this section is to show the uniqueness of torsion subgroup in countable closed LFCp,¿-groups via an algebraic characterization in terms of injectivity. As before, G will always denote a countable closed LFCp ¿-group. Theorem 6.1. Let Xt-(G) = {(Mq, Nq)\q G Q U {-oo}} be the series in T(G) induced from the unique AT-chief series in G. Let H be a countable L$pAogroup with an A0T-normal series X# = {(Kj, L¡)\j g J U {-oc}}, which has central elementary-abelian AqT-factors. Let a: J \J {-oc} ->Qu{-oc} be an order-preserving injection, and for every j £ J, let /?,: Kj/Lj -> Mja/N¡n be an embedding. (Note that /J_oo: Ao -> A .) If <70: U -> G is an embedding of some finite subgroup U < H satisfying (Kj n U)o0 = MJa n Uo0, (L¡ n £7)<70 = Nja n Uoo, and inducing /J, on (Kj n U)Lj/Lj for every j £ J, then cto can be extended to an embedding a: H -► G satisfying KjO = MJn n Ho, LjO = Nja n Ho, and inducing /J, on Kj/Lj for every j £ J . 
T(H). '
We denote the unique isomorphism type of torsion subgroup of the countable closed LFCp ¿-groups by TA ; we will also write Tp instead of Fi . Note that Theorem 6.1 characterizes F¿ , i.e., a countable L$Pt¿-group F is isomorphic to F¿ if and only if it has an A F-normal series X of order type (QU{-oo}, <) with infinite central elementary-abelian factors such that Theorem 6.1 holds with F in place of T(G) and with X in place of "Lt(G) ■ in the following, X = {(Mq , Nq)\q £ Qu{-oo}} will always denote the distinguished ^4F-normal series in F¿ . For the proof of Theorem 6.6 we use a result of K. Varadarajan [20] which can be applied correspondingly to show that every e.c. L^pA-group G satisfies Hn(G, Z) = 0 for all « > 1. To this end we need the following definition. A group G is said to be pseudo-mitotic, if for every finitely generated subgroup H of G there exist embeddings y/x, y/2 : H -> G and an element g £ G such 
